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BurrianaNova



BurrianaNova ( Burriana - Spain )

Burriananova is a new sport seascape made up of two buildings located inside a dock at the 

port of Burriana, in Catellón. An innovative design applied with the newest technologies by the 

architect Ramón Pascual de la Torre.

Vives Tiles provides BurrianaNova with the quality and strength of porcelain tiles, using Greisen 

series in 40x60cm format that is characterized by being a very hard floor tile because of its 

similarity to natural stone.

This building facilities include a large banquet room which floor have been tiled with Metropolis 

ceramic series in 40x60cm format, achieving an innovative design that emulates the concrete.
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Boutique Steel Bobsin



Boutique Steel Bobsin ( Hanover - Germany )

Steel Bobsin Partner is a more than 10 years of experience company that has developed several 

projects in various disciplines. This project corresponds to the opening of a new store of Hessnatur 

brand, located in the German city of Hanover.

The project has a modern and contemporary design and the ceramic material chosen for the 

floors of this property is the Vendôme tiles series, a porcelain tile characterized by its variety of 

formats and colours. For this occasion, we have chosen the pieces in 30x60cm, rectified glazed 

body in basalto colour.
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Project Exedra



Project Exedra ( Vives )

An inspiration is the reason of this project, a contemporary construction of a single family house 

where the design is based on a exceptional ceramic piece, Exedra.

Exedra, with a natural design, alternative and sincere, evokes the nature. It is present in every 

room and links the different spaces. The facade, made entirely of ceramic stone in a 60x120cm 

format and in combination with glass, reveals a large, bright and contemporary dwelling.
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Carmen en las Arenas



Carmen en las Arenas ( Barcelona - Spain )

“Carmen en las Arenas” is an avant-garde boutique dedicated to female fashion that was 

inaugurated in the stunning location of the Plaza de Toros de las Arenas in Barcelone. This 

Project was headed by Joseph Bobé i Raduà and carried out by Doc S.L. in 2011. The tiles used 

belong to the VIVES 1900 series, a ceramic 20x20 floor tile called Pedrera-3 Basalto.
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Nya Spa y Bellesa 



Nya Spa y Bellesa ( Barcelona - Spain )

In Mollet del Vallés (Barcelona) Nya Spa y Bellesa Vives products have been used to personalize 

the spa and wellness area. The spa facilities have been renovated with Orsa Avellana in different 

sizes, helping both staff and customers come to pleasure themselves within this agreeable 

and relaxing area. The renovation has been developed by D&D interior design team, who chose 

the series Orsa to cover floor and walls. VIVES captures within this product the latest design, 

personalizing the space where it has been used with nature being evoked with this wood-ceramic 

serie with the sole objective of creating a relaxed atmosphere within the confines of where it is 

used.
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Foresta Building Hall



Foresta Building Hall  ( Alcora - Spain )

Design and quality are implicit values in all VIVES projects and the hall of the Foresta building 

is an example of this work and dedication. VIVES has provided solutions adapted to the building 

features, where the aesthetics and personality are reflected in its hall. Porcelain Vendome was 

the series chosen, its colours Musgo and Basalto in size 20x90 cm. An inteligent and unique fixing 

installation was used to achieve an original and modern atmosphere. VIVES is proud to have 

added to the character of the building, displaying an item that offers a formal and distinctive 

surounding. 
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Sopa de Lletres



Sopa de Lletres ( Castellón - Spain )

The Sopa de Lletres restaurant combines both a high quality cuisine together with a unique 

interior design. VIVES Azulejos y Gres has taken part in another innovative and stunning project, a 

restaurant located in Castellón de la Plana where you can both enjoy the decoration and the taste 

of its wonderful dishes. This project has been carried out by YM Interior Design Studio. It was such 

a challenge not only because of the location and functionality of the space but also they wanted 

the decoration to have a profound impact on clients. The difficulty of attracting different kinds of 

people was overcome by the combination of different styles. The team of interior designers used 

the series 1900 from VIVES as a project guide, which has proved successful regionally.
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Metropolitan Lounge



Metropolitan Lounge ( Skopje - Macedonia )

VIVES Azulejos y Gres reinforces its presence in Macedonia where the company has taking part on 

a project for SM Investment. The former Arabesque Lounge Restaurant, now called Metropolitan 

Lounge Restaurant has become one of the most interesting places to visit in Skopje. VIVES 

participation was based on many aspects of the project and gave it warmth and elegance in 

the restaurant area. Stone Design was the team of designers that carried out the project. They 

chose VIVES porcelain and floor tiles to design the Metropolitan Lounge Restaurant. The porcelain 

collection Kenion of 60x60 cm was used as the floor tile along the bars and the Güell tile from 

1900 collection of 20x20cm was used for the toilets of the restaurant. The project combines 

VIVES ceramic products with a personal decoration in order to make the client feel comfortable 

and relaxed inside the restaurant.
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Cosmopolite Hotel Restaurant
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Cosmopolite Hotel ( Kiev - Ukraine )

International projects using some of the most vanguard of tendencies are a great way to show 

off the latest Vives ceramics. This excellent hotel in the Ukraine have chosen to use the Hypnos 

collection to give it a personal space. The format used was a highly polished 43.5x43.5cm 

porcelain tile and is ideal to reflect the interior light and to consolidate a space with harmony. 

With it being located just a few minutes from the centre of the entertainment district of Kiev and 

just a few kilometres from the international airport, this hotel designed by the architect Víctor 

Salamantin from the ADC Group, has become a hub for local and international business.
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Villa Sandini Spa Hotel



Villa Sandini Spa Hotel  ( Sandim - Portugal 

The Hotel Villa Sandini Spa located in Sandim, Portugal en the Duero Litoral has opened its doors. 

Designed with an emphasis on the innovative style of chic-rustic, the old building has been 

completely renovated to represent its history, its traditions while bringing in elements of modernity. 

Vives have contributed to this project by offering its Polinesia Collection and specifically the 

Moorea-R tile, a porcelain wood replicate tile of 14.3x119.3 in both white and brown finishes. It is 

a tile that has been designed to bring beauty to the area where it is being used whilst providing 

great security in wet areas. Moorea meets and exceeds the norms of anti-slip tiles set out in the 

certifications of CTE, DIN 51130 y DIN 51097 
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Xara Lodge



Xara Lodge ( Rabat - Malta )

Xara Lodge is a complex where almost any celebration or event can be held : corporate events, 

weddings, shows etc. Located in a traditional house in the Maltese countryside not far from 

Mdina, it boasts incredible and unique views. The architect in charge of the project was Perit 

Cassar who used products from the Vives Azulejos y Gres Titan series (Paros, Mara, Unsu, Uriel y 

Comodo). The result that has been obtained is a design which brings together both tradition and 

modernity with a balance and with outstanding beauty.
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Falagán Restaurant



Falagán Restaurant (Madrid - Spain )

Located in Pozuelo de Alarcón, the Falagán restaurant offers traditional cooking using products 

that are only sourced locally. The architectural practise used for this project was “G2 Oficina 

Tecnica S.L.” and the interior designers Juan Carlos and Ángel Luís Cabello who used Vives 

Azueljos y Gres’ porcelain tiles creating a highly stylish area with the Aralia and Erica in the size 

of 60x60. The result is a dining area full of warmth and elegance.
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Jw Marriott Marquis Hotel
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Jw Marriott Marquis Hotel ( Dubai - UAE )

In Dubai, the city that inspires modernity as well as great luxury, we can find the JW Marriott 

Marquis Hotel, considered to be the tallest hotel in the world. 

Within its installations designed for the most demanding of clients, we can find a spectacular 

spa where Vives contributed to the design with the 60x60 Titan range of porcelain biscuit. This 

tile helped to contribute to the extraordinary luxury that the designers were seeking to show. 

The results achieved have created an area which is emblematic and fits in perfectly with the 

glamour and luxury which characterizes this grand hotel. 
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Crompy Food & Café
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Crompy Food & Café ( Belehradská - Praga )

Located in the 92nd of Belehradská street in Prague, this elegant and casual restaurant offers a 

fast service to enjoy a snack with a good coffee. 

VIVES has collaborated in its creative decoration helped by the effort of the interior designers 

VRTIŠKA & ŽÁK, using the products from the 1900 collection. The result is a very distinctive and 

avant-garde style, appealing to the most cosmopolitan of customers.
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Sísif Bar-Restaurant  ( Castellon - Spain )

Castellon’s bar & restaurant Sisif has recently opened its doors to the public to show the 

magnificent design carried out by Fustecma. This project which shows off the Montaner Azul 

tile which belongs to 1900 collection (20x20cm) combining it perfectly with the Blanco and 

Florentina tiles that are part of the same collection together with the wall tile Buril and Vano 

Marfil that comes from the Wäsel (20x50 cm.) collection. Together these create a dynamic and 

warm setting from a certain age together with a modern edge. The decoration is classical and 

centred around natural materials such as walnut wood. The bathrooms which also boast our tiles 

combine the Buril and Vano Marfil, which also comes from the Wäsel (20x50 cm.) collection and 

the Ruhr Plomo (30x60 cm.) from the same range name. These create a minimalistic and neutral 

feeling. It is a restaurant and bar that has personality and character in which you can enjoy a 

delicious meal with great company and in great surroundings. 

Fustecma - Integral design projects
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Pórtico ( Sao Paulo - Brasil )

Casacor is taking place in the Sao Paulo Jockey Club, one of the most important design and 

decoration events in Latin America. Vives is honoured to participate with the porcelain 40x60 

Portico tile that evokes a period when stone carving was an art. The Portico tile decorates the 

walls of an elegant and luxurious kitchen setting bringing a certain serenity to the room. This has 

been carried out by the architect Denise Barreto. You can visit this exhibition and see our wares 

on show until the end of July.
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Candela ( Alcora - Spain )

Introducing the latest project of L’Om Design Studio, a fashion store for children called ‘Candela’.

A tiny space with only 16.5m2 that has been maximized to create a warm and childish atmosphere 

and proves that by choosing the right materials, it’s possible to create a large space in a few m2.

Starring, porcelain wood tiles from Vives Azulejos y Gres. For the exterior facade Arhus-CR Blanco 

has been used giving the impression of a very warm and cosy ‘wooden house’, and when we get 

into the shop, the flooring Yugo-R Cielo draws our attention showing a blue wooden distressed 

texture along with the decoration so carefully selected making Candela a very special place for 

the little ones to wear their best clothes.
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Vista Andes ( Andes - Chile )

This wonderful project is located in the Andes, Chile. A majestic building with ten penthouses 

and privileged views overlooking the most famous mountain ranges in the history. The famous 

architect Benny Dvorquez of Vista Andes was in charge of the design, construction and promotion. 

Inside we can discover a carefully designed staircase made with the Vives ceramic wood Salonga 

Antracita that blends perfectly with the floor and the upper stairs as they have chosen the 

porcelain tile Narpes Antracita. A great choice that gives a splendid natural stone effect. However, 

it doesn’t end here with the dining area being clad with with Nalón Natural, which creates a cosy 

atmosphere with its sumptuous forms and warm colours. Attention to the smallest details in 

the house have been taken care of with the barbecue being clad with Salonga Antracita,  the 

same ceramic wood used in the  interior stairs to create an effect of continuity and exquisiteness 

throughout the house.
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Ca Consuelo ( Valencia - Spain )

Located in L’Eliana Valencia. Ca Consuelo Gastrobar Mediterrani exists aplace where traditional 

cuisine comes together with modern gastronomy. This union is also reflected in the decoration 

that was chosen for their restaurant, which has several rooms offering comfortable and quiet 

spaces. The predominant colour is black in its design by Low-Fi Studio Arquitectura. They have 

used the ‘Metro’ tile Mugat Negro produced by VIVES, which gives it a cosmopolitan touch and a 

sheen that illuminates the room, accompanied by the Terrades Graphite tile that gives a vintage 

air from 1900 conceiving a unique atmosphere and blending styles of food with decoration.
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Hara ( Madrid - Spain )

Recently the ‘afterwork’ bars have become popular in Spain that give workers an place to escape 

from the routine work and share funny and relaxing moments with their colleagues. Hara, located 

in the center of Madrid, is one of the first Spanish ‘afterwork’ bars. Designed by La Credenza, 

they wanted to capture the Anglo essence and move it onto the latest trends. For this, they used 

ceramics made by VIVES with the Bunker-R Gris flooring tile for the cafe area together with a 

perfect combination of the 1900 Gris 20x20cm classic smooth gray tone that highlights the 

hydraulic look ceramic tiles created by the Tassel Perla, which gives a distinctive touch to every 

room creating very original and unique areas. These were then combined with the Plinto Gris and 

Escala Blanco wall tiles providing the area with a special touch. The furniture has been carefully 

also been chosen together with ceramics creating an eclectic harmony throughout the premises. 

A place to get away from routine in a most unusual environment.
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La Posta Bar ( Santo. Domingo - Rep. Dominicana )

Famous for its Margaritas, La Posta is an exotic bar located in Santo Domingo which mixes 

Latin essence with the latest trends in food and cocktails. A unique place to enjoy live music, 

wonderful food and a heady atmosphere that has been created in part by VIVES and its Yugo-R 

Cielo. A distressed ceramic wood in sky blue together with Faro-R Ceniza, an aged ceramic wood 

in which gray tones are predominant that blend perfectly with the design of this eclectic place 

that boasts everything from bird houses to concrete walls, ceramic wood to patterned sofas. Yet 

it is able to create a chilled Latino atmosphere in a place that can only be described as paradise.
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Modern Houses ( Barranquilla - Colombia )

From the warm city of Barranquilla, Colombia comes this wonderful project, a modern and 

bright houses in which the designer Martha Villarreal has chosen the model Vives ‘Orsa Ceniza’ 

porcelain tiles to clad its facade. A great choice with this model providing a lot of light into the 

house with its warm colour. It also gives a distinctive and elegant touch for its texture and due 

to its placement making the houses look modern and cosy at the same time.
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Ambassador Hotel ( Benidorm - Spain )

Just a few metres from the Levante beach in Benidorm, the Hotel Ambassador Playa is located 

with its excellent installations and facilities creating an ambience of relaxation and well-being. 

Designed by the interior designer Oscar Vidal Quist who has managed to bring together various 

styles so that a fresh and Mediterranean feel has been created. Vives tiles were used to create 

this atmosphere in the Explorers Club restaurant and café area. The 1900 collection (Basalto, 

Gris, Calvet, Terrades, Llagostera y Gibert) was used to give a vintage style to the decoration 

helping replicate an old and traditional train station. 
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Apartment in Alcoy ( Alicante - Spain )

Once again, the collection 1900 has become the protagonist of the renovation of an apartment 

in Alcoy, Spain. The renovation, designed and carried out by Vadebo Arquitectura, used tiles 

that replicate traditional encaustic material with a diverse range of designs all made by Vives 

Azulejos y Gres SA for the flooring areas. Rotjen Basalto and Gibert Gris were used in the living 

room giving an elegant and dynamic decorative element while in the bedroom, Montaner Azul 

and Valvanera Celeste were used creating a cosy and personalized space. These floor tiles are all 

20x20 in size. These decorative designs are all complemented by 1900 Azul, 1900 Celeste and 

1900 Blanco, again in 20x20cm giving light and spaciousness. A set of decorative designs that 

combine with quality and good taste. 
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